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The seventh
art

I love to travel!

Choose Croatia Airlines for your business and leisure travels!
Fly with Croatia Airlines to magnificent Croatian cities of Zagreb, Dubrovnik,
Split, Zadar and Pula. Our modern fleet, professional staff and quality service
guarantee your satisfaction.
Visit our website, check our special offers and buy your ticket.

croatiaairlines.com, m.croatiaairlines.com

+ 385 1 66 76 555

My airline.
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THE SEVENTH ART

A film for everyone,
a film for memory
In addition to the standard venues, the Bačvice Summer
Theatre and the 'Zlatna vrata' Cinematheque, the third
venue will be added to the list – the legendary 'Tesla Theatre
Terrace', where short films will be shown every night free
of charge. The Split Photo Club will host the ''Hollywood
Glamour" photo exhibition until the beginning of July

AUTHOR Milena BUDIMIR

The 10th jubilee edition of the Mediterranean Film Festival will be
opend tonight in Split. The
city will remain the centre
of the Mediterranean sev-

8

enth art until 17 June. The
popular festival will be held
at three sites and the programme consists of 85 films
from 26 countries, many of
which will have their regional and Croatian premieres
right here at the festival.

Feature films screened at
the 'Bačvice' Summer Theatre and 'Zlatna vrata' Cinematheque have English language subtitles. The popular
cultural event will be opened with the celebrated Bulgarian-Greek film ''Glory''
by Kristina Grozeva. Among
others, you will be able to see
Feras Fayyad's "Last Men in
Aleppo", winner of the Sundance Festival Grand Jury
Prize. ''I Still Hide to Smoke'', a French-Algerian film
by Rayhana Obermeyer and
"The Burglar" by the Israeli director Hagar Ben Asher
are expected to attract a lar-

tival
The fes ke
is to ta 8
om
place fr e at
n
to 17 Ju ues
n
three ve
The main venue is
'open air' Bačvice
Summer Theatre
Entrance fee
HRK 25 KN ,
screenings at 9.30 p.m./
an after party with a DJ
following the film, entrance
free of charge.
Zlatna vrata
Cinematheque

Entrance fee
HRK 20 KN ,
screenings at 9.30 p.m./
Tesla Cinema Terrace

Free of charge screenings every
evening at 9.30 p.m. from 9 June
tickets
www.fmfs.hr
or at the Zlatna vrata
Cinematheque ticket office;
during the festival, an hour
before at the ticket office
of each cinema

4
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ned in Split outside of competition. Films by two more female local rising stars will also be screen: Petra Seliškar's
"My World is Upside Down"
and Katie Bernardi's "Funne:
Sea Dreaming Girls". The final film of the festival's jubilee
edition will be "From the Balcony" by Ole Giæver, known
for the film "Out of Nature“.
From the Balcony was also
screened as part of the Panorama Programme at this year's Berlinale Film Festival.
ge audience.
The always popular Spanish cinematography will this
year be represented by the director Agusti Villaronge and
his remarkable Catalan story
"Uncertain Glory", while stra-

Thursday/june/08/2017

ight from the official San Sebastián programme comes
"La Reconquista" by Jonas
Trueba. The audience at the
Bačvice Summer Theatre will
also get a rare treat - Eduardo
Casanova's "Skin", which wi-

ll not get into official film distribution.
After the Toronto Film Festival, and before the tour to
Karlovy Vary, the Croatian
film ''My Life without Air'' by
Bojana Burnać will be scree-
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BIRDWATCHING

TOURISM

AUTHOR Milena BUDIMIR

If you take a tour of the
salt pans in the period
between March and September, you may experience a
rare sight in form of a blackwinged stilt. The luckiest ones
may even get the bird to pose
for them. Since this rare bird
has made a nest next to the
walking trail in the salt pans,
skilled photographers may get
to take some beautiful photos.
The advertising campaign for
the Nin EDEN destination focuses on environmental tourism with an emphases on bird
life and other sustainable
forms of tourism. Thanks to
its muddy and sandy shallow
shores and swamp areas surrounding the saltworks, the
Nin lagoon presents a unique

8

NINA ĐURĐEVIĆ/HANZA MEDIA
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biological value and is an important bird habitat both for
Croatia and Europe. The lagoon is thus frequented and
inhabited by nesting, migratory and wintering birds who
chose this area because of
halophyte plants which offer
optimal living and breeding
conditions to swamp bird species. Bird watchers will get a
chance to spot different species, including the rare blackwinged stilt (Himantopus
himantopus), which is on the
IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species, the Kentish plover,
grey plover, etc. The number
of the endemic black-winged
stilt breeding pairs visiting
the lagoon annually has seen
an increase. This is exciting
news as this bird species population has dangerously decreased in the rest of Europe.
Since being awarded the
EDEN Award for the European Destination of Excellence

Take a photo of a
black-winged stilt

in 2010, which includes sustainable development, the Town
of Nin Tourist Board has been
marking the European Bird
Count Day and, on this occasion, organising educational
and environmental panels at
the Nin Saltworks. During
the past seven years aimed
at the formation of a new tourist product, the so-called
birdwatching tourism, Nin
has been focusing on the development of the Northern
Dalmatia Birdwatching Centre, as well as on the construction, reconstruction and full
design of thematic trails covering several kilometres. It has
been working on including
all the necessary equipment
for birdwatching and setting
up several observation points
in the Nin Lagoon. The Visitor Centre will provide information to visitors on the rich
nature of the protected areas
and Natura habitats as well as
Nin, Pag and Northern Dalmatia natural heritage.

The town of Nin is located in the middle of a
sandy lagoon, 14 kilometers north of the regional centre, with excellent connections to
Zadar making it easily
accessible.
by car
The excellent motorway
infrastructure enables
direct connection with all the bigger cities in
Croatia, and via Zagreb,
Rijeka, Split and Dubrovnik with all European
cities.
by plane
Zadar's airport in Zemunik, a small but modern
airport which is connected with other Croatian cities and a large
number of European airports is near by

AdriaticTIMES
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how to get
there

FRUIT SQUARE

A LOOK BACK AT HISTORY

DUJE KLARIĆ

A favourite gathering

The Venetian tower has played its part in the magnificent appearance of the square, and to be more precise, the preserved remains of
the tower built after Split fell under Venetian rule in 1420. From then
and up to 1797 when Venetian rule ended, the tower was exceptionally
important in the protection of the territory. A preserved octagonal
tower still stands on Fruit Square as historical witness.

MILESI PALACE

THREE GREAT
NAMES

The Milesi family was a
noble Split family that came
to this city from Italy and left
its traces. Their triangular
palace is one of the most beautiful in Split and interesting
for its Renaissance-Baroque
appearance. Today it is a site
for various lectures and the
scientific and cultural manifestations “Mediterranean
Book” and “Marulić Days”.

Fruit Square is considered to be one of the
most beautiful Split squares and has acquired
its nickname from the women who used to
gather here to sell fruit. The official name of
this place is Radić Brothers’ Square, but its
picturesque history had great influence causing
no one to call it by its real name today. It is full

A special place on Fruit Square is
held by the monument dedicated to
Marko Marulić (1450-1524), the great Split literate and humanist also called the “Father of Croatian Literature”. The monument was made by
the well-known sculptor Ivan Meštrović who shows Marulić holding
a book in one hand and speaking to
people. Verses by Tin Ujević, a great 20th century Croatian poet, are on
the pedestal.

8
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place for all generations
TRADITIONAL FOOD WITH
A LOOK AT MONUMENTS
THE IDEAL SITE FOR FAIRS
Fairs are often organized here, and passers-by can buy various handicrafts – jewellery, clothes and many objects with
historical motives woven into them. Street musicians and other performers give Fruit Square an artistic note and contribute to its relaxing atmosphere.

FRUIT OFFER
Kokolo Juice Bar has an offer that reminds of times gone
by when fruit was sold on this square, but its appearance is
without doubt modern. Here you can refresh with smoothies
-fruit salads, green juices and fruit breakfasts. You will have
to put aside 4 euros for Diocletian’s salad which is made up of
different
types ofthe
fruit,
hazelnuts
honey.
of life during
day
and at and
night,
thanks to

What characterizes all the restaurants on Fruit Square is the marvellous view. If you wish to join gastronomic delights with beautiful
surroundings, this is just the place. In Marul Restaurant you can taste
numerous meat and fish specialties. You will have to prepare 25 euros
for seashells in buzara sauce.
Favola Tavern offers fish carpaccio with red orange at the price of
20 euros, and if you wish to taste homemade pasta and risotto the right place for you is Shook Caffe Bar where you can order white risotto
with shrimps for 10 euros.
Mamma Burger Bar offers a choice of various burgers with prices ranging around 6 euros, and for those who like a more intimate
atmosphere Konoba˛& Bar Makarun is the place only a few steps away
from Fruit Square. A passage divides the restaurant terrace from the
street so you can enjoy the gastronomy offer in peace and quiet. Besides fish, it offers an interesting meat menu where marinated lamb
meat with rosemary and garlic will cost you 20 euros.
To complete your gastronomic delight, you can taste various Croatian and foreign wines in La Bodega. You can come here for a brunch in the morning hours while in the evening you can enjoy the live
music. La Bodega is a popular gathering place for all generations and
a glass of wine will cost you about 5 euros.

the subtle lighting, the atmosphere becomes
more intimate. Visitors of various generations
gather here to taste the gastronomy and also
see the cultural contents. This square played
an important role in art for it was here that the
famous Split TV series ˝Velo misto ˝was filmed.

SHOPPING
You can find original Croatian products in the
shops on Fruit Square. Besides Ghetaldus optics with its 59-year-old tradition, there is the Croata shop.
Here you can buy a tie in the country of its origin.
Namely, the tie appeared in Croatia and spread over
Europe during the Thirty Year War. In Croata shop,
you can choose among the wide offer of ties, and the
price of a classical one is 53 euros.
If your shopping is somewhat different, then there is the Scientific Library where you can buy various publications at the price of 25 euros. Clothes
shops can also be found on Fruit Square such as Kabinet Store Street clothing & more with urban clothes and accessories such as popular backpacks with a price of 40 euros. In Michal Negrin shop, the
clothes are more refined and the jewellery is handmade. The price of these products varies, and somewhat more affordable jewellery can be found at
the price of 40 euros.

Thursday/june/08/2017
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DON'T MISS

Split fashion
through the
centuries
AUTHOR LENKA GOSPODNETIĆ

WORKING HOURS
If you are staying in Split
this summer, you must
visit the “exhibition of exhibitions”, the one from 'Rococo to secession - dressing and
fashion accessories', with objects from the 'house' holdings of Split City Museum.
This magnificent display is
worth seeing even if it were
at a greater distance than
that of being just at reach
when going to the city center for a cup of coffee and thus
visit it in Papalić Palace not
far from the Peristyle.
The seductive ambience
of the former nobility palace
with exhibits most of which
have been taken out of deposits for the first time and garnished with authentic threehundred-year-old furniture, can really be exciting for
everyone. Our ancestors were fashion aware and definitely fully belonged to the European cultural circle.
Boxes for hats, parasols with real feathers as well as fans
are witness of the fashion of
the ladies from Split and Dalmatia, and the men of the time were no worse; at least
those such as the nobleman
from Trogir, Ivan Luka Garanjina, who could afford a fine
short coat for men of French
brocade that was well sewn by
a tailor – Jew in Venice. Formal men’s boots from the Lukanović Collection from Šibenik dating from the early
18th century are also proof of

8
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08.30 -21.00
CITY OF SPLIT
MUSEUM
split

Papalićeva 1
tickets

20 KN ADULTS / 10 kn youth
The present exhibition:
free of charge
In the early 16th century,
Dominik Papalic, a nobleman
and humanist from Split, set
up in his house a collection of
ancient inscriptions, which he
found during the many walks
among the ruins of Salona.

Thursday/june/08/2017

the luxury and taste of the time, being decorated with gold
embroidery and brocade. The
ambience of the exhibition is
supplemented with women’s
amber dresses with features
of classicism from the first
half of the nineteenth century when the “discipline” of
the former inevitable corset
started to subside; Napoleon
once gave a negative comment to this change.
A catalogue in two languages is available so that visitors could take away part of

Thursday/june/08/2017

what they had seen. Clothes
are the most sensitive impulse of society changes and
Split possesses 225 objects
that tell the story of the city’s culture in dress wear and
shows the cultural, political
and anthropologic changes...
Even though the exhibition
in Split City Museum that covers the period from the early
18th (Rococo) to the mid-19th
century, there are no exhibits
of the “first Split trousers but
there are the - knickers. According to some new scien-

tific observations, the split
women invented underwear,
knickers discretely decorated with flounces and down
to the knee. A full wardrobe
of such underwear and sleeves (naked arms was very audacious for the women of the
time, an erotic detail), gloves,
night caps, plastrons, handkerchiefs, corsets and other
exhibited in the ambience of
a simulated Split gentlemen’s
apartment next to a movable
wooden toilet decorated with inlays, and the living room with a piano bought in
1860 for Antonjeta Kamber
married Rismondo, which
she brought with her dowry.
Each exhibit is a curiosity but
we must emphasize the plastron of Đina Katalinić from
around 1880 in which she posed for Vlaho Bukovac, and
remained immortalized on
the portrait.

AdriaticTIMES
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VISIT trogir

ZVONIMIR BARIŠIN

The stone
beauty

Tempus fugit. So they say. But in Trogir – time has
stoped. You can see the beauty frozen in time
AUTHOR milena budimir

We talk about city with 2300
years of tradition. It's rich culture is created under the influence
of old Greeks, Romans, Venetians.
Trogir with concentration of palaces, churches, towers, fortress on
a small island and in every way deserves it's nickname "THE STONE
BEAUTY"...

NIKOLA VILIĆ

8
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St. Lovre’s
(Lorenzo)
cathedral
Grandiose architectonic
creation was constructed and captureed from
the 13th to 17th century so the styles you can
find there are Romanic, Gothic, Renaissance
and Baroque. There is
a baptistery from the
15th century in the
atrium done by Andrija Aleši who was one of
the masters that worked
on it. Then there is a famous Radovan’s Portal
from the 13th century,
the magnificent churchtower which is a mixture
of artistic styles, from
Gothic to Mannerism.
One can also find Saint
John’s Chapel from 15th
century there, which
represents a masterpiece of European Renaissance.

prices

ST. LORENZO
CATHEDRAL
5 kn

REGULAR TICKET

WORKING HOURS

09.00-12.00
16.00-19.00

God of
Happy moments
The relief of Kairos the
Greek god of the happy
moment probably from
the 1st century B.C., is
kept in the Benedictine
nunnery with the church
of St. Nikola. Discovered
in Spring 1928 in a abandoned house of Stanošević
family.
The Greek inscription
from the 4th - 3rd century B.C., the oldest written
monument in the area of
Trogir, is also built in the
wall of the cloister of this
nunnery.
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boris kovačev

goran šebelić

must do

Dalmatian bucket list
Our country is
amazing, and we
are not arrogant.
Set aside some
time to explore
Dalmatia. You
will not be sorry

1

Find all
UNESCO
Sites
For a small country we are,
you may be surprised to
know that there are seven
Croatian UNESCO World
Heritage sites you can find,
see and experience.
So, do not miss six of them
in Dalmatia: old town of
Split with the Palace of Diocletian, Historic city of Trogir, old city of Dubrovnik,
The Cathedral of St James in
Šibenik, Stari Grad Plain in
Hvar, National Park od Plitvice Lakes.

2

joško ponoš

Explore
National
Parks
Make sure you see at least
one while on holidays. The
most stunning is Plitvice
Lakes National Park, you
can walk along the wooden
plank trails and admire the
waterfalls crashing into the
ever changing colours of the
16 connected lakes. Take a
day trip to the Krka National
Park. Krka is complete with
medieval fortresses, waterfalls and boat excursions.
While in Plitvice Lakes
Park, or in Krka National park - be sure to take a
swim. Dive in and stand under the falls.

Thursday/june/08/2017

3

Eat our
food & try
our Wine
Food in Dalmatia is diverse
and glorious, specially seafood. And wine... mhm...
A unique Dalmatian dish
you’ll want to try is a black
risotto made from cuttlefish
called crni rižot.

4

Take
a Road
Trip
Rustic villages across the
country are only accessible
by car, so hit the road. Hiring a car in Dalmatia is easier
than you think.

5

Get
outdoors
Hike! Why not? We have
marvellous options for hiking. Particularly inland of
Dalmatia, with its beautiful
landscape. These unspoiled
natural beauties are yet to be
discovered.

6

Sail
We have over 1,000 islands
and one of the richest archipelagos in the world, don’t
miss your chance to sail
along the coast. Spending
time at sea is must! Vacation
without any sea action would
be sacrilege.

AdriaticTIMES
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GET TO KNOW

Supetar from a
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In the deep shade of a small park at the far end of the Supetar
waterfront stands the bust of the famous Croatian sculptor and
father of modern sculpture in - Ivan Rendić.
Have you heard of him? Who hasn’t.
AUTHOR milena budimir

Ivan Rendić has left a
rich fund of works and
according to his drawings
the magnificent church
tower was built in Ložišće
on the island of Brač. The
monumental tomb in Supetar Cemetery is not the
place of his last resting nor
is it his work, even though
many think so.
His grave lies a few metres further, completely inconspicuous, even though
many would expect it to be
adorned with one of his sculptures, as many such sculptures can be seen in this
resting place.
These interesting points
that intertwine with the life
and works of Rendić, a chil-

JADRAN BABIĆ

8

dhood spent in Supetar, local legends, hidden places
and beautiful lanes... all that
is part of a project of the Supetar Tourist Board called
"Cultural Tour – A Day with Rendić ". They offer an
interesting 1.5-hour tour
providing with a picture of

14
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a somewhat different Supetar, across localities that
intertwine with the life of
Rendić. It consists of several
stops among which the one
where autochthonous Brač
wine is tasted. But let’s start
from the beginning…
Start is from the bust in

the park and then across
Ulica kipara Rendića Street
that leads to his family house. To the left are the parish
church and the vestiges of an
Early Christian church from
the 6th century, while to the
right stands the tower with the famous clock, the recognizable symbol of Supetar. This is where the house
of Rendić is situated. Even
if he was by chance born in
Imotksi, he spent his childhood in this building and
his first relief can be found
on the facade of the building.
Vrdolac follows, a green
town oasis, the place of Rendić’s old age which we found
out along with a lot of information on the first beginnings of the town which go back
to Roman Empire times. The
park where Renidć usually
rested is well loved by the
people of Supetar, mainly
for the peace and shade offered under the Mediterranean hackberry. The tour then
leads to the old cisterns from
which a phenomenal view
extends over Supetar, its old
roofs, sights not seen from its
waterfront, port, beach that
are visited by tourists.
The seventh stop is the
bu i ld i n g wher e R end ić
Gallery is situated. It has 18
sculptures made by the author and numerous drawings,
reliefs...

Thursday/june/08/2017

visit islands

nikola vilić

did you
know

The secret

of desert magic
Blaca Desert can be
reached from several
directions, but always and
only – on foot. Ten minutes
of driving from Nerežišća
to Dragovode are followed
by half an hour of walking across the canyon. The
road that had for centuries
been trodden my mules and
horses is still the only connection with the world. The
most picturesque approach
is from the sea, from Blaca
Cove where a narrow path
leads through the canyon

8
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AUTHOR milena budimir

duje klarić

Blaca Desert is located
at the foot of an
enormous isolated
rock, between Bol
and Milna, in the
region of present
day Nerežišća
Municipality

On the first Saturday
after the Assumption
which is celebrated
on August 15, pilgrims
arrive in the Desert
to celebrate the feast
of Our Lady in Blaca.
The Unburnt Blessed
Lady, a wooden statue
of the Mother of
God, is carried in the
procession, being the
only remembrance of
the tragic fire of 1724.
The statue was brought
to Blaca in the 16th
century by Glagolitic
monks who had fled
from the Turks.

surrounded on both sides by
gray rocky three-kilometrelong cliffs.
The hills leading to the valley are very steep and rocky,
filled with gorges, caves and
holes. It was in one of those
caves that in the mid 16th
century Glagolitic monks,
the founders of Blaca Desert,
had settled. Their new home
quickly developed into a hermit’s monastery.
A church and monastery
were built, as well as houses and farms, and the small
religious community acquired great property with
their diligent work. The
Glagolitic monks worked
on the land and bread cattle with their farm hands,
and their cooperation was
enforced by Regulations –
the outline of their development. Last hermit from
Blaca died in 1963, and the
more than four century old
priestly community disappeared with him. The secret of this desert magic, a monument of man’s
work and persistence actually lies in the unity of nature and life that went on
among the cliffs and steep
slopes on this land of poor
soil. Blaca Desert has been
a museum institution within the Brač Culture Centre
since 1994.

AdriaticTIMES
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EXPLORE ISTRIA

fact!

, you're
In Istriaore than
never m away
35 k m sea
e
from th

TOP PLACES
FOR GOURMET
EXPERIENCE ON 8
THE CROATIAN
PENINSULA

Istria is best known
for it's great food
and wine, but also
boasts famous
cultural heritage,
such as Arena, one
of the best perserved
amfitheathers in the
whole world

Istria is well known for
delicious food, wines
and olive oils and has wona
number of international
awards in recent years: the
European Best Wine Destinations has selected Istria amongst the Top 10
wine destinations in Europe for 2016; Flos Olei, acknowledged as the most
comprehensive guide to

16
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RECOMMENDED
EVENTS IN JUNE
JUNE 8 - JUNE 11

PULA: Days of Antiquity

THURSDAY
/ 08 JUNE / 2017
Thursday/june/08/2017

ISTRIA TOURIST BOARD

June 8 - August 31
RABAC: Open Air Festival
- Great fun all summer long for
all age groups!

POREČ: Rise Up Music Festival
This two-day music spectacle against the beautiful backdrop
of the old town is a real must-see party spectacle. At Peškera
plateau in Poreč, you will be able listen to great names whose
music lives in symbiosis with summer. This festival will host
world-famous stars like John Newman, whose hit Love Me
Again was at the top of the charts worldwide for weeks; house
music legends Rudimental, Grammy award-winner Roger
Sanchez, Faithless DJ set by Sister Bliss, Icona Pop, Stereo MC
and RedFoo from LMFAO. In addition to the excellent music,
you can expect a great deal more, including local gourmet
experience and a hot air balloon ride with champagne.

June 9 - June 10
UMAG: Fisherman Festival
- Entertainment and
gastronomic offer
June 10
FAŽANA: Fazana Dance
- Folklore festival of istrian
elementary schools
June 11
ROVINJ: Regatta of boats
with latin sail
- Traditional regatta
June 13
FUNTANA: Evening Concert in
St. Bernard Church
- Mixed Choir
June 14
VRSAR: Evening Concert in
Church of St. Martin
- Female Choir
June 15 - June 18
GROŽNJAN: Municipality Day
- Traditional Folk festival
June 16 - June 17
VRSAR: Casanovafest
- Festival of love and erotism
JUNE
PAZIN: Zip line
- Outdoor adrenalin
MEDULIN: Cape Kamenjak
- Natural attraction

JUNE 13 - SEPT. 12 (TUESDAYS)

LABIN: Night sightseeing tour
The town of Labin organises free night tours of the Old Town
as part of the Labin Art Republic event. Expert guides will
introduce you to the history of the Old Town via tales of
“Uskoks“ and the town legends. You’ll find out all about the
Labin miners,
discover exciting
details about the
life of the famed
Lutheran reformer
Matthias Flacius
Illyricus and
become privy to
the details of the
Labin aristocracy.
The programme is
free of charge and
begins at 9.30pm.

ISTRIA TOURIST BOARD

the world’s best extra virgin olive oils, named Istria as the world’s best olive
oil region in 2016 and 2017.
The recent 2017 Michelin
guide has included a Croatian restaurant for the very
first time, which is located
in the old town of Rovinj.
In Istria, you can explore the
wine and olive roads, a maze
of trails that wind their way
through 15.200 acres of
vineyards and olive groves
and enjoy in beautiful sights.
While you are in the green
inland, take the opportunity to taste local cuisine specialties, and of course, the
Istrian Truffle – the gourmet gem of this area.
You can also enjoy Istrian
cultural heritage and visit
famous Arena - one of the
best preserved amphitheatres in the world.

Also visit

JUNE 9 - JUNE 10

ISTRIA TOURIST BOARD

ISTRIA TOURIST BOARD

This year's Days
of Antiquity bring
three exciting
and event-filled
days from its rich
ancient history.
All programs
will be held in
ancient squares
and locations with
extremely well
preserved ancient
structures, which
make a fantastic
setting for such an exceptional and rich program. The music
and theater program takes place at three important locations
Forum Square, Portarata Square and the City of Graz Park.
Attractive parts of the program are gladiator fights in the
Arena, within the historical and entertainment Spectacvla
Antiqva program.
You will be able to taste and enjoy the ancient drink mulsum,
costumed entertainment programs and relaxed atmosphere,
because during the Days of Antiquity Pula will turn into a true
ancient stage!

For more information
visit:
WWW.ISTRA.HR

ZagrebTIMES
AdriaticTIMES
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BARS&PUBS

This bar, which has won us
over instantly both with its
interior and exterior design, is
located a bit further away from
the hustle and bustle of the city,
in a predominantly residential
area. Regardless of whether
your choice might be a sunny
terrace or a library-inspired interior, this is a place where you
may enjoy fine coffee and warm
drinks.

8

adress:

poljička cesta,
split
working hours:
07:30 - 23:30

During the day, it is an
excellent place for having a
cup of coffee on a pleasant
terrace which in the evening
turns into the best place for
fun and entertainment. A cult
place whose entertainment
programme can satisfy all
tastes.
ADRESS: Varoš, Stomorica 6,
zadar
working hours: 9-24

photos: ante baranić, private album

Enjoy
your
drink
With
good
vibe

KULT Caffe

tip!

py hour
Use hap nts in
d i s c o R iva
ca ffes onnade
prome
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info

Giro Espresso
Great coffee in a sleek interior, occupying a key strategic
position on one of the Old Town’s main thoroughfares. A
handful of outdoor tables stand opposite the grey portals of
Šibenik’s church.

8

adress:
Zagrebačka 2,
šibenik

7-22

Working
hours
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A region not pampered
by nature but enriched
with hard-working people. A
region where one comes for
warmth, hospitality, and, of
course, good wine.
Due to its position and climate features, the Šibenik
region and its hinterland have always been known as an
extraordinary region for vine growing regardless of the
barren land and karst landscape.
Rak Winery is located in
the Šibenik hinterland, in Rakovo village to be more precise. Winegrowing and enology
dates here from 1960 and the

8
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A word or
two on wine

The wine tasting includes 4 glasses of wine and
appropriate nibbles prepared by Oyster & Sushi
Bar Bota Split
The wine tasting price is 100 kunas per person (14€)
tradition can be felt in every
one of its wines. The winery
produces two autochthonous sorts - Maraština and Babić. Rosé is produced from the
Babić sort or Opol as it is traditionally called in Dalmatia.
Maraština belongs to the
Malvazija sort and extends
throughout the entire coast.
In Southern Dalmatia, it is called Rukatac. Due to its aroma and capacity of collecting
sweetness, it is traditionally
used in the production of Dalmatian sweet wine Prošek.
Babić is tied to the region of Central and North Dalmatia, and today it is known
to be a relative of Plavac mali but the type of relationship
is still unknown. These wines
are dense, of deep color, fruity and full body and are regularly kept in wooden barrels
which gives them their softness and fullness.

AdriaticTIMES
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LEARN ABOUT...

GRADELe
or how to
grill a fish

GRILL briefly
The fish is quickly done, do not
grill it too long because it will
lose juiciness

do not place fish
in the center
of 'gradele'
Always grill fish on the outer
edges of 'gradele', and not in
the middle of the grid because
that point is very hot

prevent sticking
DRY the fish and 'drown' it in
olive oil to prevent sticking to
the grid

be careful while
turning
Fish will easily fall apart
if not carefuly turned over

is it over already?
NOT TO RAW AND not too
overdone that is the point.
insert the fork into the flesh
of fish. If the meat is easily
separated - it is over.

ADRIATIC
FISH
& how the
locals call
škampi
them
shrimps

Buzara. That is the only word
you have to know when
ordering shrimps in Croatia.

how to get a real
dalmatian taste

srdele

spice it up with The most
commonly used dressing:
combination of lemon juice,
olive oil, rosemary and garlic.

sardines

20
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Blue fish that raised generations of
people in Dalmatia. There can not be a
fishermans night without frying them

Thursday/june/08/2017

brudet
fish stew
Use a minimum of three
types of fish. Make sure
you don’t pick something
with delicate flesh as
it will fall apart when
cooking. Serve it with
polenta.

lubin
seabass
We say: fish must swimm three times. In the
sea, in olive oil and then in wine.

šampjer
Peter's Fish
This white fish is favourite theme
for painters. Maybe the most drawn
Adriatic fish. Best for stews.

komarča
seabream

lignja

Like seabass most easily found fish
in all restaurants. A non barainer.

squid

photos: shutterstock, željko grgić

Tricky one. Insist on ordering only
Adriatic squid. Fried, stuffed,
glilled, you name it.

zubatac
dentex dentex
Most wanted white fish in
Adriatic. A gourmans choice for
sure. Best for grilling.

škarpina
grouper fish

The best fish is
the fresh f ish!
Don't forget that. In our
restorants you can have a
diverse selection of Adriatic fresh fish prepared
according to unique and
traditional recipies, try
it - it will certainly not
leave you indifferent.
Almost all restaurants
on the Croatian side of
Adriatic have their own
fisherman who provides
a fish for them. That way
you can be certain that
the meal on your plate
just came from the sea.

No stew is a stew without it.
Enough said.

8
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kamenice

jastog
lobster
Any restaurant with a good
name will have a few in an
aquarium. A must have salad.

oysters
No description needed.
You know it all. Is it a myth or not?

kunjka

pedoče

clam

mussels

One of the most widespread
seashells in the Adriatic Sea.

For a portion of cleaned mussels (150g),
it takes to clean about 1 kg of them.

AdriaticTIMES
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gastro corner

Right for summer

Ingredients

Ingredients

Quick soup of
Cold tomato and
zucchini and basil curry soup

22

450 g zucchini
1/3 yellow onion
1 cup buttermilk
25 g fresh basil
1 garlic clove
1 spoonful grated
lemon peel
2 spoonfuls olive oil and
lemon juice
Half a teaspoonful of
salt and pepper

AdriaticTIMES

450 g tomatoes
2 spring onions
A small cube of
ginger
0.5 dl lime juice
4 teaspoonfuls curry
paste
1 spoonful honey,
soya-sauce,
Thai fish sauce

Chop the
vegetables
and ginger and
put them in a
blender and add
the remaining
ingredients. On
serving decorate
with mint or basil
and drop some oil
over it – sesame
and olive oil are
recommended.
The soup is tastier if cooler.

8

Chop
coarsely
the vegetables
and put them in
a blender with
the remaining
ingredients: at
serving drop
some olive oil
over it and decorate with basil
leaves or small
thyme branches.

8
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fine dining dalmatia

Kadena
split

Ivana pl. Zajca 4
open hours

Monday -Sunday: 12 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Kadena Restaurant is located
on Zenta above the small port
and beach. The terrace of the restaurant offers a view that extends
over to Brač, Šolta and Hvar, but
guests can see this even in winter
for the only barrier is a glass wall.
Many premium quality wines can

8

Pelegrini
šibenik

Ul Jurja Dalmatinca 1
WORKING HOURS

Tuesday -Sunday: 12 – 24

"We do what we do for the love of food and wine.
Local ingredients are our main inspiration. We
reinterpret traditional Dalmatian dishes. We offer you
Dalmatia on a plate, but with a twist. Our culinary
creations are bold but made of familiar ingredients,
and first and foremost – tasteful.“ So they say. And
each day they try to improve yesterday’s efforts. Wine
list they have is impressive, you can find almost all
Croatian wines. They are again this year the brand
ambassador for Ruinart champagne!.

8

don antonio

BRUSCHETTA

perivoj

Cvjetna ul. 2, Makarska
Opens at noon

M. Pavlinovića 12, Zadar
OpeN every day at 11am

Slavićeva 44, Split
Open from 8 - 23

This restaurant its just perfect
if you want to eat something
fresh, amazing and in a good
price range. The owner is very
enthusiastic and takes most of
the orders. If you are there for
the first time yo'll see that he
just enjoys his work and cares
about the customers. We
recommende - see food and
great wine. Don Antonio has
his own farm so the produces
almost everything alone. Try
his home made wine. The
restaurant has a lovely garden,
a small menu but carefully
chosen and food cooked with
passion. A joy to eat there and
very reasonable prices for the
quality.

Perfect view outside dining.
We had brushetta, then pasta
and it was delicious food
in beautiful surroundings,
reasonably priced“, you can
read a comment on Internet.
The ambition of their chef is
to bring you culinary journey
closer to the aromas and
tastes of the Mediterranean,
Dalmatia and Croatia following their culinary
tradition, using their culinary
delicacy, combining specific
foods and ways of preparing
dish. We are confident that
our excellent staff, refined and
exclusive kitchen and a large
selection of dishes will satisfy
your expectations.

The fact that Perivoj is located
in a villa that is from the 1900’s
makes it very special. It is
truly a gem in Split. Secondly,
pastry and savory food are
very important, as they make
sure they work with best of
ingredients and focus on
seasonality. Also, don't forget
they have friendly staff! You can
say they have best desserts you
ever tasted, pastries and pies
with chocolate melting down the
sides sure are a weakness and
we bet you love them too. Who
can resist that crackle when
biting down on a macadamia
hugged by caramel? It is for a
full meal or just coffee and cakes
– you must experience it!

Thursday/june/08/2017

be ordered by the glass, while a
part of the restaurant is a lounge
bar where wine tasting often takes
place. A guarantee for a special gastronomy experience is the famous
cook Braco Sanjin. The basic guidelines of the cuisine are creativity
and sophisticated preparation of top
food. Fish and meat specialties can
be tasted in single orders and in numerous courses through the tasting
menu. Besides the local food, each
with its own story, guests are also
offered dishes with truffle, asparagus and wild rice.

dalmatino
Hvar, Sv Marak 1
Working hours 12p.m. - 1a.m.

foša
Kralja D. Zvonimira 2, Zadar
open - every day

gradska vijećnica
Croatia Square 3, Šibenik
Monday-Sunday 9 a.m. - 1a.m.

AdriaticTIMES
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what to do on marmont street

Shopping oasis
& traditional food
Marmont Street is the most famous street in Split,
and not only for its attractive location in the
very heart of the city, but also for the social
and cultural contents it offers

nostromo
restaurant

AUTHOR anja popović

Nostromo Restaurant's interior
reminds of the interior of a boat.
Besides traditional recipes, it offers
a wide choice of wines. The Dalmatian
atmosphere pizzeria and tavern Maslina
offers pasta, lasagne, risottos and pizzas
at affordable prices. If you wish to widen
your gastronomy experience

name origin
This famous promenade
started back at the
beginning of the 19th
century when Split,
and all of Dalmatia,
were under French
rule. In the brief
period from 1806 to
1813 Split experienced
its urbanistic and
cultural boom, and
the best witness of this
is ˝Marmontova˝ that
carries to this day the
name of its founder,
Marshal Auguste
Marmont.
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Situated on the western
side of the city nucleus,
Marmont Street
extends rectilinearly in
north-south direction.
Its length has changed
with time, and today it
is 9 metres wide and 195
metres long.
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karaman
cinema
the oldest cinema in croatia
opened 1907. it represents
protected cultural heritage
of municipality of split

fish market
without flies
The only fish market where there
are no flies, not even during the hot
summer days due to the proximity
of sulphur sources. The locals have
their name for it - Peškarija. Every
day one can find here a great choice
of fresh fish and sea shells.
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alliance
française

bis

library

secession building
AT SULPHUR SOURCE
Thanks to the sources of medical
sulphur, a sulphur bath was built and
became one of the symbols of this street.
The famous thermae are still located in
the same place. The building can easily be
recognized by the sculptures of women
and men characterized by a painful
expression of their faces and their
hands on their heads suggesting the
function of the building.
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founded here back in 1922. Today the
“Alliance Française” hosts numerous
lectures and gatherings of many
cultural workers and
Francophiles.
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chops grill
Steak & Seafood
an open kitchen where you can
see how Croatian cooks prepare
dishes. The restaurant has a wide
choice of Croatian wines, and
their outdoor terrace is ideal
for summer days.

h

pirja
simmer
one can easily come
across a sculpture
showing a fist where the
thumb is located between
the forefinger and the
middle finger creating a
fig sign. a thumb points
to simmer and water goes
through it creating an
arch connecting two
sculptures.

bobis
bakery
A special place is held by the bakery- pastry shop
“Bobis” which offers sweet delicacies typical for the
Dalmatian area as well as fresh bakery products.

high street shops
Bershka and Zara
At the very beginning of the street are the high street
shops Bershka and Zara where the latest style trends
can be found at convenient prices. Therefore, one can
buy dresses for the upcoming summer at 30 euros each
while a pair of jeans can be found at a much lower price.

Thursday/june/08/2017
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SHOPPING CORNER

20

Things to
take home

These products result from island tradition, research and development,
innovation and invention with a quantifiable level of quality. They come
from restricted island localities and are produced in small batches

dry fig

Prepared according
to almost forgotten
traditional recipes,
they evoke the charm of
ancient times
WHERE TO BUY:
Mirni dvori 3, Vis

wine
Festiwine Trophy
2016,golden
medalist.
WHERE TO BUY:
BLATO 1902 d.d.
Trg dr. Franje Tuđmana 2

tip!
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olive oil

the Murter chest is a smaller
version of a larger chest which
had multi - folded purposes in the
traditional household.
WHERE TO BUY:
DAMEX LTD, Jose Markova 1, Murter
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WHERE TO BUY:
PZ Masvin
Polača 61
Polača

Thursday/june/08/2017

honey
The unspoiled nature of the
Kornati Archipelago has
maintained its richness and
granted people only as much
as was sufficient for living
WHERE TO BUY:
AGRICULTURAL FAMILY FARM
Mikavica, Žirje

croatian
island
products
TRADITIONAL COSTUME
THE LIPA TRADE
ULICA IX. – JUŽNA OBALA 3,
PRVIĆ
lipa1@windowslive.com

EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
RAOL LTD
Butina BB, Murter
mileramesa@net.hr

rosemary soap
RIBARSKI DVOR
Ulica IX-Južna obala 91,
Prvić
cukrana@gmail.com

PEPPER CAKE SOUVENIR
Vrisna bb, 21465 Jelsa, Hvar

lavander
essential lavender oil and
lavender flower as her
products, which utterly
bedazzle everyone who takes
them along
WHERE TO BUY:
Stands on most open markets

candied orange peel

cantarion
oil
The natural cosmetics based
on olive oil and medicinal
herbs
WHERE TO BUY:
“Faust Vrančić” agricultural tourist
cooperative, Ulica II/6, Prvić

Vlahe Bukovca 5,
Stari Grad, Hvar

olive wood souvenirs
Donji put 29, Jezera,
Murter

honey
Augusta Šenoe 4,
Starigrad, Hvar

traditional cookies
Škor 12, Komiža, Vis

Homemade jam
Put mulića 18, Veli Rat,
Dugi otok

Extra virgin olive oil
Deškovićev trg 4,

island
essential oil
The sage is a plant with numerous
medicinal properties
WHERE TO BUY:
THE KADULJA TRADE, KORNAT B.B., MURTER

Thursday/june/08/2017

Pučišća, Brač

Dragons cave
Put Luke 12, Supetar,
Brač

Lace from Pag
Branimirova obala 1,
Pag

AdriaticTIMES
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DO NOT MISS

how to
get there
bus
The Zadar bus terminal
is located next to the
train station.

plane

Zadar

kaleidoscope

Airport buses run to the
Old Town, from Zadar
airport terminal.

GREETINGS
TO THE SUN
The Greeting to the
Sun, right next to the
Sea Organ crates playful
game of lights activated by
the sunlight saluting “The
most beautiful sunset in the
world”.

8

Join the world of illusions!
The Museum of Illusions has opened in Zadar, and this
summer its entertaining exhibits will amuse visitors of
all generations.
The mirror room, kaleidoscope, a room that changes the
perception of a person’s size, didactic-logic toys and puzzles
are only one part of the exhibits and entertainment offer. The
fascinating world of illusions in this museum was particularly created to shake the confidence of the visitor’s senses and
represents a place that brings amusement to all generations.

8

When the sea plays the music
The most famous attraction of modern architecture,
the Sea Organ, was placed at the end of the waterfront
in Zadar. It is unique in the world for the sounds it produces
thanks to the sea waves that go through music pipes placed
under the sea and create “sea music”, the Sea Organ. It is the
work of Zadar architect Nikola Bašić, and in a brief period
of time has become one of Zadar’s tourist brands and trademark. Therefore, no guest in Zadar is liable to miss the opportunity of sitting along the Organ and enjoying for hours
the fantastic combination of tones produced by the sea playing its unique melody.

8
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Church of
St. Donatus
Originally dedicated to the
Holy Trinity, in the
15th century it was
named after Bishop
Donatus from Zadar who had started
the building of the
church. Its unusual cylindrical shape
with double interior
space expresses its
uniqueness and it is
connected in shape
to the baptistery of
Charles the Great or
the Church of St. Vitale in Ravenna. It is
the pride and symbol
of Zadar holding the
remains of the Roman
Forum in its foundations and grandiose
considering the time
it was built.

luka gerlanc

8

Roman Forum
The founder of the Roman Forum was the first Roman emperor Augustus, testimony of which are inscriptions on stone
dating from the 3rd century when the construction was completed.
Today only the original pavement and stairs have been preserved
with two decorative monumental columns of which only one stands
in its original place.

ZVONIMIR BARIŠIN

8

The famous Sunset
The most beautiful description of the legendary sunset in Zadar was given by the famous director Alfred
Hitchcock during his visit to Zadar in May, 1964. In observing the sunset from the window of Room 204 of Hotel Zagreb at that time, he wrote down the following: "The sunset
in Zadar is the most beautiful in the world and incomparably more beautiful than the one of Key West in Florida."

Thursday/june/08/2017

JURE MIŠKOVIĆ

8
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RIVIERA KASTELA

Seven reasons
to visit
Kaštela is an agglomeration
of seven small towns, located
northwest of the city of Split, west
of Solin and east of Trogir, on the
central Dalmatian coast

AUTHOR Milena BUDIMIR

The town of Kaštela is located on the coast
of the Bay of Kaštela. It is the second largest town in the Split and Dalmatia County. It
stretches over the length of 17 kilometers.
The town is specific because of the fact that
it developed around 7 settlements (Kaštel Štafilić, Kaštel Novi, Kaštel Stari, Kaštel Lukšić, Kaštel Kambelovac, Kaštel Gomilica and Kaštel Sućurac) or around castles. Each village has its own
particularity merged into character of this part of
Mediterranean. Radun and Rudine emerge in recent years as the two new smaller centers.
The western part of the town is more tourismoriented. This is the area with most accommodation capacities: tourist apartments, rooms, camps
and hotels. There is a newly built Marina Kaštela
in Kaštel Gomilica capable to accommodate large
number of private and charter boats.
Kaštela is of the places with the best traffic infrastructure. They have an international airport
Split – Kaštela, a railway station at Kaštel Stari,
and access to Split – Zagreb highway at Prgomet
and Vučevica.
The Museum of the town of Kaštela found its
place in the Vitturi castle, and an exhibition room in onetime bishop’s summer residence in Kaštel Sućurac.

Zinfandel

8
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Our Castels
Around 16 castles seven villages were formed:
Kaštel Štafilić, Kaštel Novi, Kaštel Stari, Kaštel
Lukšić, Kaštel Kambelovac, Kaštel Gomilica and
Kaštel Sućurac. These villages grew, developed
and finally merged to the town of Kaštela. The
villages preserved authentic Dalmatian architecture: houses with open front stairs, balconies,
wine cellars, narrow streets and squares at their centers.

Crljenak kaštelanski is an
old, almost forgotten, Croatian species
of grape which recently
captured interest of the
wine-making public.
The reason
for that was
discovery
that Crljenak
kaštelanski
and an American species
Zinfandel
have the same genetic profile. It was established that
the two species are the same.
The mystery of origin was resolved.
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Miljenko and Dobrila
In Kaštel Lukšić in the second half of 17th century aristocratic Vitturi family have had a daughter Dobrila, and Adalberto Rušinić a son Miljenko. Fair looking boy and gentle girl fell deeply
in love. Quarrel between their fathers over feudal
rights regarding peasants, forced lovers to meet secretly. Maid Antica facilitated their secret meetings. Eventually, their parents found about their affair and Dobrila was put under strict supervision.

Love didn't won this time! Dobrila's last wish
was to be buried in the same grave with Miljenko
in the little church of St. Ivan at Rušinac where
on the gravestone is written: "Peace to the lovers".
Beside the grave in Kaštel Lukšić still stands
the authentic Dobrila's castle Vitturi from 15th
-16th century, Miljenko's castle Rušinić from
the15th century and the old church from 1530
where they were married.

Olea
Europea
An olive more than 1500
years old grows in Kaštel
Štafilić, which people of
Kaštela call Mastrinka. It is
considered that it was brought from Southern Italy or
Greece. Due to the fact that
estates of the Roman were
in this area, it was presumed to be a remnant of an
agricultural estate from
those times. The system
of roots occupies space of
more than 100 meters. The
span of the tree is 6 meters,
the span of the tree top is
22 meters and the height is
10 meters. Annual crop of
olives is processed into oil
and packed into replicas of
glass lacrimatoriums as an
autochthonous souvenir of
Kaštela.
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Mosor MOUNTAIN

These types of
activities are not risk
free and possible
injuries may occur.
Absolutely no
alcohol or drugs of
any kind are not
permitted on the
spot!

You can if you

AUTHOR Milena BUDIMIR

There are three Mountains that surround the
city of Split. On the eastern
side lies the Mountain Kozjak, to the west the mountain Perun and the highest of
the three - Mosor, is "sandwiched" in the middle.
The highest peak of Mosor
mountain is called Veliki Kabal which is 1339 m high!
You can explore it, by starting your hike after a short 30
minutes drive from Split, which takes you through the Dalmatian hinterland into the village Sitno gornje (590 m). After a preliminary brief with
your authorized guide (Never
go alone!) - commence the hike along the old incomplete
Napoleon road which serves
as a warm up. The road leads
us up a mountain trail, during
which you can enjoy beautiful
view - looking on to the city of
Split, the awe-inspiring coastline and islands. On the other
side you can observe the impressive Mosor mountain rid-

8
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RECOMMENDATION: take a hat, water, sun cream and camera
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really want it!

ge. After the walk you'll come
to a traditional Stone Mountain house (868m) where you
can take a break to refresh before continuing your trek.
At this point you can decide whether you'll hike to the
1325 m peak Vickov stup, which will take 1.5 hours or you
can choose an easier route
to one of the nearby peaks Istarska glavica or Girometina vidilica.
You should realy try this
memorable trekking Mosor
mountain adventure!

about
250-450 kn
price

3 -6 hours

IGOR ŠUPIĆ& BRANKO KRAGIĆ

ACTIVITY DURATION
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Transfer

75 HRK (10 €) Split –
Mosor – Split

Start

Split City promenade
Riva
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In the heart of
Dalmatia
Small, but stunningly beautiful. Tiny, yet magical.
Quiet, but echoing songs. Each corner of this
typical Dalmatian town hides a secret – it's up to
you to discover it
AUTHOR ena milan

Omiš takes pride in its
pirates, beaches and
the Cetina River. It is surrounded by the steep Mount
Dinara on the one side and
the Cetina River mouth
and the Adriatic Sea on the
other side. The sea is in fact
what attracts tourists the
most.
The Battle of the Pirates is
an attraction worth visiting

8
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tip!

www. om
omis.c
climbing
Where to eat?
Puljiz Restaurant
Knezova Kačića 19

if you're in Omiš or somewhere in the vicinity in mid
August. This event is a reconstruction of the battle
that took place in the 13th
century with around a hundred participants dressed
as pirates and Venetians on
galleys and sagittas (fast pirate boats).
Also, don't miss picnic areas
of this region – Radmanove

Bastion Restaurant
Fošal 9
Babilo Restaurant
Brzet 3

PRICES
ante čizmić

ante čizmić

explore omiš

Find a good konoba
(traditional fisherman’s
restaurant), there you can
eat "under budget"

Thursday/june/08/2017

Omiš
Riviera
Nemira

how to
get there

Far away from urban
traffic hustle and bustle,
lays a peaceful coastal

nikola vilić

Split 35 minutes
drive - 25 km
Zadar 2 hours
drive - 188 km

town (cove) where you
will find peace and quiet

Songs
brought to life

Šibenik 1 hour
30 minutes
drive - 118 km

For fifty years, Omiš has been hosting the
international klapa harmony singing festival. Only in the recent years, the festival has also
visited towns on some of Central Dalmatian islands – Korčula Island (Blato), Brač Island (Bol)
and Vis Island (Komiža). From 2 to 23 July, Omiš
turns into a capital of song. Old streets are filled
with magnificent voices of the locals and guests,
sung in memory of their ancestors and as a legacy
to their children.

8

bus
You have a direct bus
line from Split
- number 60

necessary to enjoy clean
sea in the shade of pine
trees.

Stanići
An old fishing village
known for its long pebbly
beaches in the famous
Vela Luka cove where you
can enjoy one of the most
beautiful sunsets in the
Adriatic.

Čelina
A typical Dalmatian town
where people have lived in
symbiosis with the sea for
vedrana bekavac šuvar

centuries. Čelina is today

Thursday/june/08/2017

the Adriatic main road so
stop by and check the 800
year old village.

Lokva Rogoznica

ante čizmić

Mlinice (Radman’s Mills)
and Kaštil Slanica, where
you can try numerous local
specialties. The mills on the
Cetina were first mentioned
in the 17th century and began to flourish in the 19th
century. Today it is a popular picnic area with a restaurant where you should
try dishes prepared under
the baking lid, soparnik pie,
frogs, eel, trout and sea fish.
Fans of rafting will also not
be disappointed on this 105
kilometres long, stunningly
beautiful river.

located right next to

A village more than 700

A queen of stone
Fort Mirabela used to be the town’s protector against the enemies. The fort overlooks the whole part of old town and the entire
Brač Channel. It served to protect local population from enemy attacks and we all know how
powerful Omiš pirates were. The fort's location
provides view of the entire town and the surrounding area is beautifully landscaped. The fortress has four floors and an exit to the top with
a beautiful view.

8

years old, founded by five
aristocratic families who
were granted land by the
Hungarian King Bela IV.
It was in the Lokva area
that the Rogoznica Code,
one of the oldest legal
documents in the region,
was written in the 13th
century.
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Hvar climbing

Hvar
rock
climbing
guide
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tip!
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Šuplja stina
An excellent climbing area with numerous routes and a very
lovely position on the seashore. The rock quality is excellent,
the routes are nice and the position on the southern side of
Hvar. Excellent for winter climbing. The altitude is 60 m.
Access: 10min on foot
Season: All year
Climbing: Easy, moderate and difficult
Equipment: Sports climbing gear,

up to 80m of rope, up to 25 quick draws

Stracine
Rock of northern direction - perfect in summer. The rock
quality is good and the potential for new routes is abundant.
Most of the routes are vertical or slightly hanging, altitude up
to do 25m.
Access: 10-15min on foot
Season: All year
Climbing: Easy to moderate difficulty
Equipment: Sports climbing gear,

up to 70 m of rope, up to 15 quick draws

Vela Stiniva
Northern side of Hvar. Excellent rock quality and the area is
adequate for beginners as well as top climbers. Most of the
sector is on private land. The altitude is up to 20 m.
Access: 5-10min

on foot
the year, summer shade in
the western sector
Climbing: Moderate to difficult
Equipment: Sports climbing gear,
up to 70 m of rope, up to 15 quick draws
Season: Throughout

Milna
A new climbing area whose potential has still not been
sufficiently used. The rock is of excellent quality and the
routes are long and interesting. They are mostly vertical
directions but there are plenty of grips. The orientation is
towards south.
Access: 15 min on foot
Season: Throughout the year
Climbing: Moderate difficulty
Equipment: Sports climbing gear,

up to 70 m of rope, up to 15 quick draws

Podstine
It is located at only three kilometres from the town of Hvar
right next to the sea where some routes start from sea
level, the routes are quite sharp. The orientation is towards
the south. The routes are mostly vertical but also gently
overhanging.
Access: 20-25 min on foot
Season: All year
Climbing: Moderate to easy difficulty
Equipment: Sports climbing gear,

up to 70 m of rope, up to 15 quick draws

Thursday/june/08/2017
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NIGHTLIFE dalmatia

Best places
for hottest
parties
With so many choices of late-night hangouts
and dance clubs it can quickly become
overwhelming to pick out the best of the best

info
30 kn

REGULAR TICKET

08-02 h

weekdays

08 - 04 h

friday, saturday

O'Hara
split, vala firule

podroom zadar
DURING THE DAY IDEAL PLACE FOR COFFEE
IN THE SUN BECOMES DANCING FLOOR WITH
GOOD MUSIC IN THE EVENING.
adress:
Marka Marulića bb
FREE ENTRANCE

Ghetto
club
split, hrvojeva 16

info
08-04 h
FREE ENTRANCE
eXCEPT FOR LIVE
CONCERTS

38
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Split's version of the Lisbon neighbourhood of Bairo Alto
is located in Dosud, within the Diocletian's Palace Walls,
where locals and tourists drink colourful cocktails,
sweet rakias or wine while sitting on the steps where a
string of bars and cafés is located. The oldest of these
is "Ghetto", one of Split's rare fully LGBT friendly places,
surrounded by high walls covered with greenery and
artistic installations. This oasis for the open-minded
where people come to warm up before hitting the clubs.

factory bar
zadar
POPULAR AMONG YOUNG GUESTS, VENUE
OFFERS MODERN MUSIC, LIVE ACTS AND
DANCING NIGHTS. ALSO OFFERS FOOD AND
LIGHT SNACKS.
adress:
ruđera boškovića 14
FREE ENTRANCE

Thursday/june/08/2017

PARTY PATROL. visit the best clubs and bars in the city

Vanilla bar
split, poljudsko šetalište

Coctails
of the Week
Try these refreshing
mixes that contain best
local ingredients
mojito
Mean & Green

A two-floor club located next
to the Firule Beach used to
be a meeting place for rock music
fans, but now offers pretty much
something for everyone on different days of the week. If you
would like to experience Croatian trash music, visit the club
on Mondays. If you feel like listening to traditional Dalmatian
music, it's on Wednesday nights,
while weekends are reserved for
open-air concerts of some of the
most famous local bands and performers.

Traditionally, a
mojito is a cocktail
that consists of
five ingredients:
white rum,
sugar, lime juice,
sparkling water,
and mint. Main
alchocol is rum.

8

info
free entrance
20-02 h
weekdays

20 - 04 h

friday, saturday

tip!

e
entranc
An earlyovide you
will pr scounts
with di

Special
offer
a bottle of whiskey,
vodka or brandy
and 4 bottles of
Coca Cola

466 kn

Judino drvo
split, kopilica 52
A short taxi ride will take you to
this club located in a deserted
hall next to the railway and
numerous warehouse. Interesting
industrial design and lights
are accompanied by a carefully
designed programme not lagging
behind clubs in Berlin and London
suburbia. Club programme is held
on Fridays and Saturdays while
on Wednesdays, it is transformed
into a small cinema where
European documentaries are
shown.
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info
20 kn

REGULAR TICKET

07-02 h weekdays
07 - 05 h
thursday, friday,
saturday

For years, this has
been one of the rare
places in Split where
you could tell for
sure that it would be
packed each Friday
and Saturday. Dress
to impress is the
unwritten rule of the
club, and no sports
shoes rule is strictly
followed. This is
where you'll find all
the beautiful women
and handsome guys
listening to house and
r'n'b hits. In the early
hours of the morning,
though, you'll also
find out that Croats
like music with a more
Balkan tone, too.

WHERE TO BUY:
VINO&INO
Fausta Vrančića bb,
Šibenik
Price:
35 KN

tequilla sunrise
Grenadine
The Tequila
Sunrise is a
cocktail made
of tequila,
orange juice,
and grenadine
syrup and served
unmixed in a tall
glass.
WHERE TO BUY:
Beach & Cocktail Bar
Bamboo, Obala Kneza
Domagoja bb, Zadar
Price:
40 KN

sex on the beach
Yellow Bomb
Sex on the Beach
is a cocktail
that has many
variations. The
first type is made
from vodka,
peach schnapps,
orange juice, and
cranberry juice.
WHERE TO BUY:
FIGA, Buvinina 1, Split
Price:
38 KN

AdriaticTIMES
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accommodation

HOTELS
split

HOTEL KATARINA

Radisson Blu
Resort Split

HOTEL BELLEVUE

Put Trstenika 19
+385 (0)21 303 030

BANA JOSIPA JELAČIĆA 2, SPLIT
+385 (0) 21 344 740

Atrium Hotel

HOTEL PERISTIL

Ul. Domovinskog rata 49
+385 (0)21 200 000

Hotel Park
Hatzeov perivoj 3
+385 (0)21 406 406

Cornaro Hotel
Sinjska ul. 6
+385 (0)21 644 200

HOTEL SPLENDIDA
PALACE
ROKOVA 26, split
+385 (0)21 838 485

Hotel Vestibul
Palace
Ul. Iza Vestibula 4,
+385 (0)21 329 329

Hotel Globo
Lovretska 18
+385 (0)21 481 111

Hotel Luxe
Kralja Zvonimira 6
+385 (0)21 314 444

HOLIDAY VILLAGE
SAGITTA

MAGISTRALA RUSKAMEN 16,
LOKVA ROGOZNICA
+385 (0) 21 755 222

HOTEL BRETANIDE
SPORT &WELLNES
RESORT

PUT ZLATNOG RATA 50, BOL
+385 (0) 21 740 170

HOTEL LIPA

PORAT 1, POSTIRA
+385 (0) 21 599 430

HOTEL SAN ANTONIO

KRALJICE JELENE 5, SPLIT
+385 (0) 21 329 070

HOTEL MARMONT
ZADARSKA 13, SPLIT
+385 (0) 21 308 060

HOTEL PRESIDENT SOLIN
ULICA KRALJA PETRA
KREĐIMIRA IV 11, SOLIN
+385 (0) 21 685 300

HOTEL PRESIDENT SPLIT
STARČEVIĆEVA 1, SPLIT
+385 (0) 21 305 222

HOTEL ROTONDO

ULICA HRVATSKIH ŽRTAVA
53,SEGET DONJI
+385 (0) 21 880 500

VILLA MIDEA

HOTEL sunce

MIHOVILOVA ŠIRINA 5, SPLIT
+385 (0) 21 343 912

HOTEL GRADAC

hotel B&B kastel 1700

jadranska 139A, GRADAC
+385 (0)21 679-509

HOSTEL DVOR

dr. nike andrijaševića 11,
GRADAC +385 (0)21 697-311

SPINUTSKA 39, SPLIT
+385 (0) 21 386 711

HOTEL saudade

RADMILOVIĆEVA 71, SPLIT
+385 (0) 91 538 3620

APARTMENTS ŽAJA

SILVER CENTRAL HOSTEL
KRALJA TOMISLAVA 1, SPLIT
+385 (0) 21 490 805

VILLA MIDEA

STJEPANA RADIĆA 2, SUPETAR
+385 (0) 21 756 803

STROŽANAČKA 20, PODSTRANA
+385 (0) 21 420 420

HOTEL SVETI KRIŽ

ULICA DOMOVINSKE ZAHVALNOSTI 1, ARBANIJA
+385 (0) 21 888 118

HOTEL TRAGOS

BUDISLAVIĆEVA 3, TROGIR
+385 (0) 21 884 729

Hotel MIRAN

LUČICA 11, TROGIR
+385 (0) 21 778 482

makarska

Obala Franje Tuđmana 52
+385 (0)22 242 000

Hotel IMPERIAL

HOTEL METEOR

Trg Šibenskih palih boraca 1
www.hotel-lifepalace.hr

OBALA SV. NIKOLE 24, BAŠKA
VODA
+385 (0) 21 620 207
KRALJA PETRA KREŠIMIRA IV 19,
MAKARSKA
+385 (0) 21 564 200

HOTEL DALMACIJA

HOTEL RIVIJERA

HOTEL PLETER

hotel croatia

PUT CVITAČKE 15, MAKARSKA
+385 (0) 21 505 000

PRILAZ MORU 68, MIMICE
+385 (0) 21 867 099

IZA PALACA1, BAŠKA VODA
+385 (0) 21 695 900

CESTA MUTOGRAS 26, PODSTRANA
+385 (0) 21 330 655

Hotel JADRAN

APARTHOTEL PALAC

4. gardijske brigade 55, split
+385 (0) 21 444 230

HOTEL neva

Zagrebačka b.b., Pirovac
+385 (0)22 466 803

Vatroslava Lisinskog 2,
Vodice
+385 (0)22 454 454

HOTEL SPLit inn

HOTEL BRITANIDA

Olympia Vodice

BIFORA HERITAGE HOTEL

KRALJA PETRA KREŠIMIRA IV 41,
MAKARSKA
+385 (0) 21 510 500

BANA JOSIPA JELAČIĆA 2, SPLIT
+385 (0) 21 344 740

šibenik
Ljudevita Gaja 6, Vodice
+385 (0)22 452 493

OBROV 1, TROGIR
+385 (0) 21 885 744

hotel B&B kastel 1700
MIHOVILOVA ŠIRINA 5, SPLIT
+385 (0) 21 343 912

TRI CESTE 14, BAŠKA VODA
+385 (0)21 620 405

HOTEL FONTANA

Podrače 13a, BRELA
+385 (0) 21 604 320

HOTEL SPLIT

MAGISTRALA 1A, GRADAC
+385 (0) 21 679 509

OMLADINSKI HOSTEL
SPINUT

PUT VELE LUKE 10, SUPETAR
+385 (0) 21 606 606

VELARIS RESORT

+385 (0) 21 697 014

PLINARSKA 31, SPLIT
+385 (0) 21 571 226

Aparthotel Sunčeva
postelja

HOTEL BELLEVUE

AdriaticTIMES

APARTMENTS KORTA

S. RADIĆA 2, SUPETAR
+385 (0) 21 756 803

GRLJEVAČKA 30, PODSTRANA
+385 (0) 21 336 111
HRVATSKIH VELIKANA 26,
SUPETAR
+385 (0) 21 631 038
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M. HRVATSKE 4, DUGOPOLJE
+385 (0) 21 712 333

HOTEL OSEJAVA

ŠETALIŠTE FRA JURE RADIĆA 3,
MAKARSKA
+385 (0) 21 604 300

HOTEL lukas

MAGISTRALA 1A, GRADAC

HERITAGE HOTEL LIFE
PALACE

D Resort Šibenik
Obala Jerka Šižgorića 1
+385 (0)22 331 452
www.dresortsibenik.com

HERITAGE HOTEL TISNO
ZAPADNA GOMILICA 8, TISNO
+385 (0)22 438 182

Hotel Jadran Plavi
Put V. Lisinskog 24a, Vodice
+385 (0)22 440 881

Adriatiq hotel zora
Raduča 11, Primošten
+385 (0)22 570 048

Hotel Plava Laguna
Put Jazina 33, Tisno
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VILLE MATILDE

LJUDEVITA GAJA 6, VODICE
+385 (0)22 444 950

HOTEL
SKRADINSKI BUK

HOTEL BASTION
Bedemi zadarskih pobuna 13
+385 (0)23 494 950

Falkensteiner CLUB
FUNIMATION BORIK

BURINOVAC 2, SKRADIN
+385 (0)22 771 771

Ul. Majstora Radovana 7
+385 (0)23 555 600

HOLIDAY RESORT
VILLE MATILDE

Hotel PINIJA

LJUDEVITA GAJA 6, VODICE
+385 (0)22 444 952

Hotel vrata krke

LOZOVAC 2E, LOZOVAC
+385 (0)22 778 092

Hotel DALMATINO

GRGURA NINSKOG 4, VODICE
+385 (0)22 440 400

HOLIDAY RESORT
JEZERA VILLAGE

UVALA LOVIŠĆA BB, JEZERA
+385 (0)22 439 193

zadar
Zaton Holiday
Resort

Ul. Maka Dizdara 1,
Petrčane
+385 (0)23 202 500

Falkensteiner
Hotel Adriana
Majstora Radovana 7
+385 (0)23 206 300

Hotel KOLOVARE
Ul. Bože Peričića 14
+385 (0)23 203 200

ART HOTEL KALELARGA
Ul. Majke Margarite 3
+385 (0)23 233 000

Hotel PRESIDENT

Dražnikova 76t, NIN
+385 (0) 23 205 584

Vladana Desnice 16
+385 (0)23 360 710

Boutique
Hostel Forum

MEDITERREAN VILLAGE
SAN ANTONIO

Široka ulica 20, Zadar
+ 385 (0) 23 253 031

Falkensteiner
Hotel & Spa IADERA
Resort Punta Skala,
Petrčane
+385 (0)23 555 601

Hotel NIKO
Obala Kneza Domagoja 9
+385 (0)23 337 880

SOLINE 49, BIOGRAD NA MORU
+385 (0) 23 386 171

TOURIST VILLAGE
CROATIA
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Trg Sv. Stjepana 42
www.tzhvart.hr

Šetalište stare Isse 5
www.tz-vis.hr

Andrije K. Miošića 2
www.tz-podgora.hr

IMOTSKI

VRGORAC

PODSTRANA

Jezeranska b.b.
www.tz-imotski.hr

Ulica Rade Miletića
www.tzvrgorac.hr

Davora Jurasova 2
www.visitpodstrana.hr

KAŠTELA

VRLIKA

POSTIRA

Brce 1,
Kaštel Lukšić
www.kastela-info.hr

Put česme 4
www.visitvrlika.com

Strančica 3
www.postira.hr

KOMIŽA
Riva Sv. Mikule
www.tz-komiza.hr

MAKARSKA
Obala kralja
Tomislava bb
www.makarska.hr

OMIŠ
Trg kneza
Miroslava bb
www.tz-omis.hr

SINJ
Put Petrovca 12
www.visitsinj.com

SOLIN

STARI GRAD

ĐURE MARUŠIĆA 45, ZADAR
+385 (0) 23 251 945

Falkensteiner Hotel
& Spa IADERA

Hotel PINIJA

TUĐMANA 117, SUKOŠAN
+385 (0) 23 394 900

PODGORA

HOTEL ZADAR

Punta Skala Zadar
+385 (0)23 555 600

HOTEL JOSO

VIS

JADRANSKA CESTA 61, SV. FILIP I
JAKOV +385 (0) 23 290 100

Resort Punta Skala,
Petrčane
+385 (0)23 555 601

PUT BILOTINJAKA 4, PRIVLAKA
+385 (0) 23 501 000

HVAR

Kralja Zvonimira
69
www.solin-info.com

Falkensteiner Family
Hotel DIADORA

HOTEL LAGUNA

božidar vukičević

+385 (0)22 439 757

TURIST BOARD of Dalmatia, PRILAZ BRAĆE
KALITERNA 10, SPLIT
+385 (0)21/ 490-032,
www.dalmatia.hr

Ul. Maka Dizdara 1,
Petrčane
+385 (0)23 202 500

HOSTEL HOME

mihovila pavlinovića 9,
zadar
+385 (0) 91 456 4409

Obala Franje
Tuđmana 1
www.stari-grad-faros.hr

BAŠKA VODA
Obala Sv. Nikole 31
www.baskavoda.hr

BOL

PUČIŠĆA
pučišća bb
www.pucisca.hr

SEGET

Porat bolskih
pomoraca bb
www.bol.hr

Trg Špira
Ševe Frzelina 1
www.tz-seget.hr

BRELA

SELCA

Trg Alojzija
Stepinca bb
www.brela.hr

Trg Stjepana
Radića 5
www.tzoselca.hr

DUGI RAT
Poljička cesta 133
www.visitdugirat.eu

GRADAC
Stjepana Radića 1
www.gradac.hr

JELSA

SUĆURAJ
Sućuraj bb
www.tz-sucuraj.hr

SUTIVAN
Trg TuĐmana 1
www.visitsutivan.com

ŠOLTA

Riva bb
www.tzjelsa.hr

Podkuća 8
www.visitsolta.com

KLIS
Megdan 57
www.tzo-klis.htnet.hr

SUPETAR

MARINA

Porat 1
www.supetar.hr

Trg Stjepana Radića
www.tz-marina.hr

TRILJ

MILNA

Kralja Tomislava 1a
www.tz-trilj.hr

Milna bb
www.milna.hr

TROGIR

OKRUG

Trg Pape Ivana
Pavla II 1
www.tztrogir.hr

Bana Josipa
Jelačića 15
www.tzo-okrug.hr

TUČEPI
Donji Ratac b.b.
www.tucepi.com

DUGOPOLJE
Matice Hrvatske 11
www.visitdugopolje.com

vrboska
vrboska bb
www.vrboska.info

igrane
vrtina 153
www.igrane.org
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entertain yourself

ART MUSIC FOOD THEATRE SPORTS CULTURE

Top Events
8/6

ceremonial changing of
the guard / Peristil Square
11 pm Summer Season 2017
/ Caffe bar Bačvice

thursday

SPLIT
10 am Art Market
/ Prokurative Square
10 am Exhibition:
Forgotten emotions
/ Diocletian's Cellars
10 am Exhibition: Smoke
– Story of Tobacco
/ Ethnographic Museum
10 am Exhibition:
Recapitulation - Dinko
Kovačić / Art Gallery

5 pm Tango Workshop
/ Petar Preradović Square
7 pm Folklore Festival
/ Petar Zoranić Square

10/6
Saturday

10 am Art Market
/ Prokurative Square

11 pm Summer Season 2017
/ Caffe bar Bačvice

10 am Exhibition: Smoke
– Story of Tobacco
/ Ethnographic Museum

ZADAR
6 pm Kvart Art / Stjepan Radić
Street
7 pm Folklore Festival
/ Petar Zoranić Square

10 am Exhibition:
Recapitulation - Dinko
Kovačić / Art Gallery
12 pm Diocletian's
ceremonial changing of
the guard / Peristil Square
11 pm Summer Season 2017
/ Caffe bar Bačvice

ZADAR

8 pm Concert: Miroslav
Tadić, guitar / St. Nicholas
Church

11 am Tango workshop / Q
Bar

9/6

11/6
sunday

friday

SPLIT

SPLIT

10 am Art Market
/ Prokurative Square

10 am Art Market
/ Prokurative Square

10 am Exhibition: Smoke
– Story of Tobacco
/ Ethnographic Museum

10 am Exhibition: Smoke
– Story of Tobacco
/ Ethnographic Museum

12 pm Diocletian's

10 am Exhibition:
Recapitulation - Dinko

AdriaticTIMES

9 pm Concert: Leut Klapa
harmony singing band
/ People's square

tip!

t what
Find ou attend
o
events t r loca l
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touri
office
Kovačić / Art Gallery
12 pm Diocletian's
ceremonial changing of
the guard / Peristil Square
11 pm Summer Season 2017
/ Caffe bar Bačvice

SPLIT

12 pm Diocletian's
ceremonial changing of
the guard / Peristil Square

Each night until the end of the
summer, from 11 pm until dawn,
the latest EDM hits and fun await
you
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ZADAR

ZADAR

13/6
tuesday

SPLIT
10 am Exhibition: Smoke
– Story of Tobacco
/ Ethnographic Museum
10 am Exhibition:
Recapitulation - Dinko
Kovačić / Art Gallery
12 pm Diocletian's
ceremonial changing of
the guard / Peristil Square
11 pm Summer Season 2017
/ Caffe bar Bačvice

ŠIBENIK
9 pm Concert: Stereo MC
/ St. Michael's Fortress

ZADAR
9 pm Concert: VIS Manai
/ People's Square
11 pm Intro to Summer
party / Q Bar

12/6
monday

SPLIT

ZADAR
9 pm Classic Open Air / Petar
Zoranić Square

14/6
wednesday

SPLIT
10 am Exhibition:
Forgotten emotions
/ Diocletian's Cellars
10 am Exhibition: Smoke
– Story of Tobacco
/ Ethnographic Museum

10 am Exhibition: Smoke
– Story of Tobacco
/ Ethnographic Museum

12 pm Diocletian's
ceremonial changing of
the guard / Peristil Square

10 am Exhibition:
Recapitulation - Dinko
Kovačić / Art Gallery

5 pm Wine tasting: WineLife
/ The City of Split Museum

12 pm Diocletian's
ceremonial changing of
the guard / Peristil Square
11 pm Summer Season 2017
/ Caffe bar Bačvice

BAŠKA VODA
9 pm Concert: Petar Čulić,
guitar / Church

11 pm Summer Season 2017
/ Caffe bar Bačvice

BAŠKA VODA
9 pm Concert: Pop Rock
/ Waterfront

ZADAR
6 pm Kvart Art / Stjepan Radić
Street
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elementary

Info guide
split

ZADAR

ŠIBENIK

DUBROVNIK

What to see...

What to see...

What to see...

What to see...

The story of Split is
already 17 centuries
old, dating to the time
the Roman Emperor
Diocletian decided to
build his Palace right
on the peninsula near
the great Roman city
Salona, where he wanted
to spend the last years
of his life. Diocletian's
Palace is among the best
preserved monuments
of the Roman building
heritage in the world,. it
is must see.

Sea Organ is situated
on the western end of
Zadar´s Riva, and can be
observed as a differently
shaped part of the coast
which consists of several
stairs that descend into
the sea.The Greeting to
the Sun is on Istarska
obala, at the very end of
the Zadar peninsula.

Šibenik is in the central
part of the Croatian
Adriatic Coast, in
the picturesque and
indented bay where the
Krka River, one of the
most beautiful karst
rivers in Croatia enters
the sea. Šibenik today
extends along the 100
kilometre long coastline
between the Zadar and
Split Rivieras, extending
up to 45 kilometres into
the hinterland area, at
the bottom of Dinara
mountain..

Old City Walls – the old
city walls of Dubrovnik
encompass the entire old
city and run unbroken for
almost 2 kilometres. The
walls are a symbol of the
city and offer glorious
views over the city and
the Adriatic Sea.

Imporant
numbers...
Tourist Information
Centre
+ 385 21 345-606
Peristil, Crkvica Sv. Roka
Airport
+385 21 203 555
Bus Terminal
Obala K. Domagoja 12
+385 0 21 338 483
Port Authority
+385 21 390 214

Imporant
numbers...
Zadar Tourist Board
Ilije Smiljanića 5
+385 23 212 222
tzg-zadar@zd.t-com.hr
info@tzzadar.hr
Airport
+385 23 205 800
info@zadar-airport.hr
Pharmacies
Jurja Barakovića 2i
+385 23 302 932
Braće Vranjanina bb
+385 23 251 480
Port Authority
Gaženička cesta 28
+385 23 201 201

Pharmacies (0-24h)
Dobri, Gundulićeva 52
+385 21 348-074
Lučac, Pupačićeva 4
+385 21 533-188
+385 21 542-363
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Imporant
numbers...
Tourist Information
Centre
Obala palih omladinaca 3
+385 22 214 448
+385 22 214 411
City of Šibenik
+385 20 711 143
Harbour Master
+385 20 711178
Bus station
+385 60 368 368
Railway station
+385 22 333 696

Imporant
numbers...
Dubrovnik Tourist Board
+ 385 20 323-887
www.tzdubrovnik.hr
Airport
+385 20 773 377
Bus Terminal
+385 60 305 070
Harbour Master’s Office
+385 20 418 988
Port Authority
+385 20 313 333

croatia
Surface area - 56,542 km2
Population – around 4.2 million
Capital city – Zagreb
Length of coastline - 5,835 km
Number of islands – 1,185
Highest mountain – 1,831 metres
(Dinara)
Climate - Croatia is divided into
two predominant climate regions
- Continental and Mediterranean
although there are some variations
within those climate zones.
Time zone – GMT+1
Average number of sunny days a
year - 220
Electric current – 220V/50Hz
Currency – Croatian Kuna

IMPORTANT
telephone numbers
The international dialling
code for Croatia is +385
General
information – 18981

192
193
194
195
9155
112
1987
POLICE

fire brigade

health emergency

SEARCH AND RESCUE

SEA SEARCH AND RESCUE

MOUNTAIN RESCUE

road assistance
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RIVER&FUN

Be a expert

AUTHOR Milena BUDIMIR

Extreme Canyoning Cetina river is the best adventure trip you can find.
The canyon is situated near
the village of Zadvarje in
the country side of Omiš. In
some places canyon cliffs rise
up to 180 meters of height.
The canyon has two levels
which are separated with
biggest waterfall on river Cetina called Velika Gubavica
with the impressive height of
50 meters.The canyon which
length is 2 km is characterized by extraordinary lateral limestone cliffs that form
it. Its bottom is covered by
amazing rock shapes that
the river has been forming
through the thousand years
in which special place have
crystal clear pools and numerous rapid slides.If you
are looking for something
more this is the trip for you.
Extreme canyoning is the
combination of walking, hiking, sliding down the rapids,
swimming in crystal clear
natural water pools, walking through the tunnels and
rappelling near the 55m waterfall. Also includes some
cliff jumps up to 10 meters
high and one more 20m rappelling.
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about
4 hours
ACTIVITY
DURATION

450 kn
price

100 kn
Transfer
Split –
Zadvarje
(two way
trip, duration
– 45 min)

Included
Professional
licensed guide,
wetsuit,
helmet, life
west, climbing
harness and
insurance
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RECOMMENDATION: bring a swimming suite, sport shoes AND adventure spirit

Canyon Info
Distance: 2500 meters.
Deepest part: 180 meters.

Heighest waterfall: 55 meters.
River temperature: 15-20°C

IGOR ŠUPIĆ

is
Cetina ng
lo
104 km at
river th ea
ns
enters i ity
in the c š
of Omi

BRANKO KRAGIĆ

t not (just) a tourist!
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7 day s w e at h e r

27° FRI 28°

THU
6/8

6/9

19°

SAT

6/10

18°

28° SUN 27° MON 27°
6/11

21°

6/12

20°

TUE
6/13

19°

27° WED 27°
6/14

20°

19°

Visit
Dubrovnik
Many visitors will recognize one
of the most beautiful cities in Croatia as King's Landing from the world
famous Game of Thrones series. Dubrovnik is a city unique in cultural heritage, proud of its very special air which
will impress everyone. Based on the reviews by one
million travelers, TripAdfly in
visor included Dubrovnik
AIRPLANE
City Walls in
SEVERAL DIRECT
the list of the CONNECTIONS FROM
top ten monuZAGREB and split
ments to see in
one’s lifetime.

tonći plazibat

8

Split

229km

zadar

348km

šibenik 277km

Visit Šibenik
The medieval, Mediterranean
monastery garden "Sv. Lovre" (St.
Lawrence) in Šibenik was renewed and
opened in 2007 after having been forgotten for almost one hundred years.
It is an integral part of the Franciscan
monastery of "Sv. Lovre" and an integral part of the program scheme of the
Šibenik private high school.
The renewal project was performed
by the Croatian landscape architect Dragutin Kiš, the winner of the millennium
award Flora in Japan in 2000. This garden is a rare sight for it represents the only monastery garden of its kind in Croatia. It follows the well-known medieval
scheme: cross trail, a small well in the
center, a simple parterre arrangement
encircled by boxwood and marvelous,
old and fragrant roses. Medicinal plants
and pot herbs are planted in four fields.
A special place belongs to the collection of thyme with beautiful red, purple,
grey and light and dark green leaves. The
combination of colors makes the collection a sensation. Another interesting
sight are the capers.
Legend says that capers were brought
to Šibenik by Juraj Dalmatinac. Capers
are planted in the hollows of walls and
remind us of that great builder.
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Split

74km

zadar

88km

DUBROVNIK 277km
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discover your story at croatia.hr

Don´t fill your life with days, fill your days with life.

photo by zoran jelača

